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OHIO ARTIFACTS OF UNUSUAL MATERIALS FROM 
THE COLLECTION OF 
Gordon F. Meuser.M.D. 

S ize 1/2 

1 - Boatstone of porphyry. The outside is highly pol ished, with the phenocrysts 
standing in relief, while the inside has been finely pecked and has a slight 
g l o s s . A favorite of the late J.J. Geringer, Seneca County, Ohio. 

2 - Boatstone of cream-black, sl ightly weathered g n e i s s , very deeply hollowed. 
The wal ls are so thin that they transmit light in several spot s . 2 inches high. 
Butler County, Ohio. 

3 - Boatstone similar to No. 2. Of beautiful pink-green mottled granite. All s u r 

faces are pol ished. Preble County, Ohio. 

4 - Boatstone of green-b lack granite. Scioto County, Ohio. 

5 - Rare bipennated type of banner of brown hematite. Guernsey County, Ohio. 
6 - Spine back gorget of whi te -b lack mottled g n e i s s . This is evidently a primary 

form and not a reworked bust type birdstone, s ince the base is perfectly round, 
the holes are drilled from both s ides and the spine is not proportionately placed 
to suggest a converted head. Crawford County, Ohio. 

7 - Gorget of handsome highly polished cream and black striped g n e i s s . This has 
unquestionably been a bust type birdstone originally with base exhibiting all 
of the characteristic features. The head was broken off almost squarely at the 
neck, and the broken surface ground down and grooved lengthwise . Found by 
Dr. D. C. Lavender on the Mansfield Club Gulf Course. Richland County, Ohio. 

8 - Rare boatstone deeply hollowed. Of tan-brown mottled Scioto County pipestone, 
fashioned in the effigy of a beaver, with wel l defined features on one end and 
a broad, flat tail notched with numerous tally marks on the other. Unfortunately 
this specimen is shown with the bottom side up. Huron County, Ohio. 

9 - Boatstone of highly polished dark brown hematite. Washington, County, Ohio. 

10 - Triangular form of polished light and dark green mottled granite. Wm. Webb of 
University of Kentucky, considers this type as atlatl weights and a s s o c i a t e s 
it with the Archaic Culture. Warren County. Ohio. 

11 - Humped type of pol ished light green quartz, interperced with f lecks of brown. 
Lucas County, Ohio. 

12 - Humped type of po l i shed-ye l l ow granite. Richland County, Ohio. 

13 - Humped type of pol ished gray c laystone with paneled f a c e s . Trumbull County. 

1'4 - Unusual type of weathered porphyry, with an angular rib or expansion running 
parallel to the perforation. Delaware County, Ohio. 
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OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY 
The Ohio Indian Relic Collectors Society is organized to discover 

and conserve archaeological sites and material within the State of Ohio; 
seek and promote a better understanding among collectors of archaeolog
ical material including individuals, museums and institutions and to dis
seminate knowledge as to subject of archaeology. The membership is com
posed of United States citizens of suitable character and interest. The 
annual membership dues are $3.00, payable June 1 each year. The funds 
are used for mailing notices of meetings and publishing our "Ohio Archae
ologist" of which we aim to put out four issues each year. Articles and 
pictures are furnished by the members. 

Due credit should be given this publication and the author for any 
article or data copied and published by others. 
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THE PRESIDENT'S PAGE 

Your President "squeaks" his administration inherited such a well-
oiled organization in the 0. I. R. C. Society that he can afford to 
trusting that his feeble "squeaks" will hardly upset the apple cart of fruit
ful accomplishment already in progress. With so many new members our organ
ization is largely one of beginners. Hence your new President is going to 
try to make most of his frequent mistakes in favor of the beginners. Earning 
is serious business and usually hard work. Indian Relic collecting and study 
is your hobby and should be fun. Let's keep it that way. It's easy to get 
too serious and lose all the benefits that Doctor prescribed. Let's all try 
to be once again just grown-up boys with a gigantic bump of curiousity and a 
cantagious enthusiasm for sharing our fun with others. We need all sorts of 
people and ideas contrary to our own, Let's assume the other fellow just 
grew that way like Topsy and not try to change him to fit our viewst If he's 
having fun and relaxation from his hobby, he's a prince of a good fellow and 
we need a whole organization of princes. 

Most of us are far too busy to make lilies we toil too much but spin 
too little, A summer of hard work for what lies ahead but this "grasshopper 
did get in a bit of "galivanting" — to most of the Ohio counties and a glor
ious 3500 mile trip thru the eastern mountains from New York to South Carolina -
385 miles on the Blue Ridge Parkway alone - camping out on numerous mountain 
lookouts where we could look down on the accomplishments and problems of man. 

Every trip emphasizes to me again how unerringly the white man chose for 
most of his cities the very spots that the Indians and their predecessors had 
found suitable for their lodgings. Both were much attracted by water. Indian
apolis is said to be the largest city in the world which is not on navigatable 
water, and almost every County Seat in Ohio is on a sizeable stream. Ohio can 
be proud that nearly all its major streams bear Indian names. Pay your res
pects to "Beautiful Ohio" by memorizing their names and acquainting your friends 
with their tongue-pleasing sounds: Mahoning, Shenango, Pymatuning, Conneaut, 
Ashtabula, Cuyhago, Huron, Sandusky, Maumee, Auglaize, Ottawa, Loramie, Big and 
Little Miami, Tawawa, Scioto, Olentangy, Hocking, Muskingum, Tuscarawas, Wal-
doning, Kokosing and Mohican, 

Our Ohio Indian Relic Collector's Magazine is good enough to have re
ceived considerable favorable comment. It would be easy to become complacent 
after such praise to accept all compliments at their face value and assume 
we have "the best". I doubt if we do have the best magazine but we may be 
close enough to that goal to serve as a challange to try to obtain it, 

The best magazine is the one which best serves the needs of its particu
lar membership,, We cannot compete with professional talent and should not try 
to do so. We have our own row to hoe, We should write with our own particular 
problems and members in mind. Above all else, the 0„ I. R. C. S, Magazine 
should be readable, accurate, concise and newsy. It should be so well illus
trated that the message will "come thru" even tho the writer's command of 
English is wanting. A big improvement would result if every contribution were 
edited and criticized before publication by at least three persons, including 
one unfamiliar with our field, And now and then let's try a new prespective 
to see ourselves objectively. 



TTOTTORIAL PAGE 

This being the last issue for the current year and fulfilling our com
mittment of four issues under Volume No. 4, it is time to take stock of the 
past years accomplishments, as well as the errors we may have committed. 

It is with the realization of the many short comings that we must reck
on and strive for betterment as we progress. The Editor has received many 
complimentary letters but he will not be satisfied until certain improvements 
are made in the appearance and the assembly. 

We are always open to constructive criticism and will take no offense on 
suggestions submitted, providing they can be used to the betterment of the 
Ohio Archaeologist. No personal gain or glory is anticipated by any of the 
officers of our organization, other than hoping their efforts are not in vain 
in promoting the growth of our society and publications. 

The concensus of opinion of the members is that they appreciate our com
mon-place method of publishing articles furnished by members,of which most of 
us are just ordinary persons with a common interest at heart"we like our hob
by and like to read of experiences of fellow members and see pictures of the 
artifacts they have in their collections." Theories, we usually leave to the 
theorists but we are prone to set forth our own theories, although they may 
differ with the general accepted thoughts. 

The editor is intending to get some better equipment, at his own expen
se, to make a better appearing copy. Our fold-over idea is still somewhere in 
the future, but we will strive to always publish our four (4) yearly issues, 
and stay within our budget until better things can be afforded. 

An item of interest has occurred in our circles this year which is the 
merging of several societies, Greater St. Louis, Illinois and Indiana, to 
the extent of the pooling of resourses for a combined publication. The 
Greater St. Louis Society editor being Mr. Gray LaDassor of St. Louis; the 
Indiana editor being Mr. Earl C. Townsend of Indianapolis for Indiana, under 
the editor-in-chief Mr. Byron Knoblock of Quincy, Illinois, ably assisted by 
Mr. B. W. Stephens of Quincy, Illinois. With the experience of Mr. Knoblock, 
the author of "Banner Stones of the North American Indian"j Mr. Earl Townsend 
who is now preparing his book "Birdstones of the North American Indian" j Mr. 
LaDassor's years of experience.in his section and the background of Mr. Ste
phens with his association with Mr. Payne and the Illinois Society, they should 
turn out some fine issues. We wish them the best of luck and that we may soon 
receive their new publication. 

We feel our annual Picnic was a success again this year although we spent 
more than we took in. This was mainly due to the fact that it was necessary to 
have write-in reservations to know how many lunches to order and then when the 
reservations are not picked up it falls on the treasury to pay up. Maybe it 
wood be a good idea if each were to furnish his own lunch in the future. 

We, as a group, again want to thank our genial host Mr. Virgil Schaeffer 
of Dayton,Ohio for the privilege of holding out meeting as his Cabin again, 
and we missed his presence, which we understand was due to business committ
ments. THANKS AGAIN, VTRG. 



THE FORT ANCIENT CULTURE IN NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
by 

Russ Thompson. 

Archaeological material found in northern Kentucky can be assigned to 
any of the well-defined cultures known in the Ohio area. Artifacts found in 
a three county area indicate Fort Ancient, Indian Knoll, Hopewell, Adena, and 
a related Folsom. 

However, the most lucrative site, comprising approximately sixty acres, 
lies in Mason County, about eight miles below the Ohio River. This field, 
known as Fox-fields, has been the object of archaeological research since as 
early as I896. At this time, the Smithsonian Institute made extensive exca
vations. Later, the University of Kentucky spent some time working the site 
under direction of its Department of Archaeology and Anthropology. 

The material has been so plentiful that private collectors have long 
known of it and worked it perennially. It is portrayed by the accompanying 
plate. 

The people were of two types, long headed and round-headed. Some of the 
skulls show flattening or deformation. From study of the excavated remains, 
we note evidence of dental caries, arthritis and possibly syphilis. This site 
is on a terrace overlooking Lee's Creek. They buried largely in flexed posit
ions and covered the burials with limestone slabs. 

Pottery vessels were used profusely as shown by the large amount of the 
sherds on the surface and thru the soil. This land is planted in corn and 
tobacco yearly. Refuse pits are common, and are generally filled with animal 
bones, sherds, ashes,broken flint,burned stone,and occasionally charred corn 
and nuts .Most of the sherds are delicately marked by cord or engraving tool. 
The pots are generally lugged with handles of numerous types. Animal head 
effigies for handles are prominent. 

This field contains an abundance of stone, bone and shell pieces. The 
artifacts became burial offerings at the death of the owner. 

The most prominent of all pieces is the triangular flint point, small, 
delicate, often serrated. Projectile points were also made from the deer ant
ler tip. The ungrooved ax was used and seldom is found a notched point. Tri
angular and oval flint knives were used. Tools were formed from deer shoulder 
blades and mussel shells. Deer metapidial bones were used to make reamers. 

In the accompanying picture, page #7, is a plaque of cannel coal pieces 
some circular, some cut and incised. Nearly all are drilled for suspension, 
Note the many that are imitations of the bear incisor tooth. 

At top left is a necklace of 104 pieces. These are from central column 
of marine shell, cut mussel shell in the form of teeth, 14 cannel coal teeth, 
all of which show encrustration and patina. 

Top center is a 10 1/8" limestone celt. Note the heavy patina and the 
dark band showing protection from a strip of rawhide. 

Top right is a necklace which includes several marginella shell beads. 
Bottom right is a deer antler incised, carved and socketed for use in a 

handle for spear thrower. 
At bottom center is a large polished bone awl. 
It is generally conceded that the latter occupants of this site had con

tact with early Spanish explorers, possibly in the Gulf area. A few effigy 
pieces lead us to believe that they were fashioned after studying the various 
Spanish weapons. 

Awls and needles were used extensively. These were usually cut from the 
mammal bone, bone splinters and fowl bones. Common among these is the wild 
turkey leg bone. 

Con't on page #13 



Fox Field Artifacts - .iason County, Ky. 
Russ Thompson, Lexington, Ky. 
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ONONDAGA CHERT IN NORTHERN OHIO 
by 

Arthur George Smith. 

The real collector of Indian relics is a man of an inquisitive turn of 
mind0 He wants to know everything there is to be known about the specimens in 
his collection. One question he asks, is "Where did the Indian who made this 
get the stone from which it was chipped?" 

Now in Northern Ohio, north of the divide between the St. Lawrence and 
the Ohio River drainage, we find numbers of artifacts made of various types 
of chert from New York and particularily of Onondaga chert. 

This Onondaga chert is found in the Onondaga limestone which outcrops 
across New York in the shape of a great letter "L". The longer arm runs east 
and west from near Buffalo to the Hudson Valley. The shorter arm extends down 
the Hudson to near the Pennsylvania line. This chert has a characteristic and 
easily recognized lustre. It chips clean without splintering. It does not oc
cur in solid beds but in layers of closely packed nodules. It is found in a 
variety of colors and shades, grey, blue, drab, light blue and black and blue 
and white. In the western part of the outcrop the stone is usually mottled, 
the base colors being blue-grey, drab or tan, mottled with blue in various 
shades from bluish white to bright blue. 

When the first of the Early Hitters reached New York they discovered this 
fine chert. They quarried it,chippea it into tools and points for weapons and 
then scattered them far and wide as they wandered after the herds of big game 
on which they lived. At Milan,Ohio,they lost two fluted points made of a dark 
variety of Onondaga. At Old Fort on the Sandusky they left another of the same 
stone and workmanship. One found at Dublin, Ohio, is of the exact variety of 
Onondage as Witthoft found at the Shoop site at Enterline,Pennsylvania, and it 
is of the same chipping technique.I have records of other fluted points made 
of Onondaga chert but these are the furthest from the outcrop. 

The long, narrow based lanceolat "Yuma" type of point is fairly frequent 
along the south shore of Lake Erie.There is a little evidence that the people 
who made these reached central New York,but they do not seem to have returned 
into Ohio, for I have never seen a specimen of this "Yuma" type made of Onon
daga or other New York stone. 

All through the Archaic period, Onondaga chert was quarried by various 
peoples who left the finished product on Ohio fields as far west as LaCarne, 
Ohio, 15 miles west of Sandusky Bay. It may occur even further west but that 
is the limit of my research.Many distinct Archaic types made of Onondage Chert 
are found,indicating that it was used by many differing complexes,during the 
long period between the Early Hunters and Woodland time. 

Naturally the further east in Ohio the more commong the points made of this 
chert. In my own personal collection of Archaic types, I have five specimens 
of Onondage from £he Sandusky Valley, 12 from the Huron Valley, of which two 
small square stemmed points and a thick lamellar scrapper are of the same var
iety of chert as that on Witthofts Shoop site.I have several from the various 
streams between the Huron and the Black River and many of them from the valley 
of the Rocky River,The Cuyahoga and further east into Lake County. This is not 
counting the early Woodland artifacts of this same stone. 
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To show the extent of the infiltration of New York nomads into Ohio, 
during the Archaic pierod. One small site in Lakewood, Ohio yielded 60% of 
chipped artifacts made of New York stone, or of New York types. Another 
small site also in Lakewood yielded New York types, and New York and Pennsyl
vania materials,. 

With the beginning of argiculture in the Woodland period, the nomads stop
ped their constant wandering over the New York-Ohio area, but the connection 
between the two was not completely cut off. They still traveled along the nat
ural trails from east to west formed by the "Lake Ridges." 

A minor but diagnostic type of Point Peninsula made of Onondaga chert 
has beer found as far west as Castalia, Ohio. Many of this type are made of 
Onondaga chert from the Hudson Valley, not from the more westerley outcrops, 
though the latter material is also found in this type. 

The semi-lonzenge point, also Point Peninsula though not fully diagnostic 
is fairly frequent in northern Ohio, but I have seen only one specimen made of 
Onondaga, all the others in my personal collection from the area are made of 
a dull white chert marked with very faint brown lines. I have seen but two 
other artifacts made of this stone. A chipped ulo, and an Archaic point with 
ground base. I have tried to locate the origin of this stone without success. 

Adena reached the shore of Lake Erie. Diagnostic Adena flints, pipes 
and slate objects are found all along the south shore. But I have never seen 
an Adena point made of Onondaga chert found in Northern Ohio .However typical 
Adena cache blades made of white Flint Ridge stone have been found in central 
New York. 

There is a Hopewell Mound, the Esch site, near the mouth of the Huron. 
About a mile above Milan, Ohio, there is a small Hopewell settlement on both 
sides of the river as though there had been a ford there in Hopewell days, I 
have examined all the available material from these sites including that in 
the Ohio State Museum and found no artifacts made of Onondaga chert. We know 
that Hopewell extended into New York,and that there they used Onondaga chert. 
We also know that these New York Hopewellians visited Flint Ridge regularly 
for Ohio material is found on these New York sites. But in traveling to and 
fro they could not have used the Lake Ridge trails to the Huron or Sandusky 
and thence south along the Scioto. I say this because among all the Hopewell 
material I have seen between Painesville, Ohio and Sandusky Bay, I have not 
seen one made of Onondaga chert or other New York stone. I am not very famil
iar with the extreme northeast corner of Ohio, but I have Hopewell material 
from there including one large spearpoint made of Indiana hornstone. It was 
found inside the city limits of Astabula. 

The presence of Onondaga chert in Northern Ohio proves that throughout 
its early history it was inhabitated by the same peoples as western and cen
tral New York, that they roamed throughout the 400 miles from the place where 
they chipped out an artifact before they lost it. This condition existed for 
several thousand years up to Woodland times, after that the connection was 
weaker but it still existed. Even in the later periods when the Eries were 
the dominant people in Northern Ohio the connection with New York was strong 
though they did not go to New York for their flints. So it looks as though in 
those old days, that Northern Ohio was culturally a part of the New York Area. 

Arthur George Smith. ; - 10 -
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A TRULY UNIQUE ARTIFACT 
by 

Wm. P. Holt 

By far the most common of all Indian artifacts are the general utility 
pieces, which are useful in the every day life of the makers. Far less com
mon are the ceremonial pieces, and those worn for personal adornment. 

However, the rarest of all artifacts are those unique pieces of which 
only one each is known. Such a unique, ornate artifact is owned by Karl H. 
Mills, of Bowling Green, Ohio; and is here shown in picture. For convenience 
in referring to it, the name of the "Two-headed Effigy" piece may be applied. 

Although purchased from the W. J. England collection, Care, Michigan, it 
originally was found in Jefferson County, Ohio; and it is claimed to have been 
taken from a mound-

Its length is approximately seven inches. The material pears to be 
hard, fine-grained black slate - as nearly as can be determined without de
facing it to make certain tests. 

The oval depression in the top is well shaped, and the entire piece was 
apparently carved by a master craftsman. 

Its use is decidedly problematical: and so far no one has been able to 
even suggest any plausible reason for its making. Why should any such piece, 
so strikingly different from any other Indian piece found in that region, 
have been made. 

Being a truly unique piece, of which no duplicate has been found, and at 
the same time such an excellently carved artifact, the possibility of its 
being the work of an early European is suggested. It was accordingly sub
mitted to the following authoritative sources for an opinion: The American 
Museum of Natural History, New York City, the National Museum (Smithsonian), 
Washington, D. C-,; Raymonds. Baby, Ohio State Museum; and Dr. H. C. Shetrone, 
former Director of Ohio State Museum, No one of these authoritative sources 
considered the piece as spurious. 

If any member of this organization, reading this article, can express a 
definite opinion as to the use of this artifact, or its possible origin, the 
writer of this article, or Mr. Karl H. Mills (both of Bowling Green, Ohio) 
woild be glad to hear from you. For the present, however, it is truly a prob
lematical piece - in several ways, 

* * * * * 

The Fort Ancient Culture in Northern Kentucky 

Con't from page #6. 

I know of three bone fish hooks from this site. Bead ornaments of shell 
and bone are intricately made and beautiful An article in a previous issue 
showed cut, incised and pierced pieces from a marine shell. These ranged from 
3 1/8" to 5 1/4" long. 

Other beads were fashioned from cannel coal, mussel shell, stone, bird 
bones and drilled bear and wofl teeth. See plate page #7. 
Discoidals or "wheels" are a distinguishing feature of this site. These 
were usually of sandstone, granite, pottery or cannel coal. They are often in
scribed with a single diagonal line, cross lines, or"spokes", A few bear cir
cles or spiders. The "crying eye" design is found on shell masks, discoidals 
and pipes. 

Many crescent or round-shaped shells have two holes for suspension and 
are often found at the eat in situ, I have six decorated bone hair pins, one 
having a snake head effigy at the base. The use of tobacco must have been pre
valent from the large number of pipes. Designs on these are the"crying-eye", 
birds, snakes, cross circle and animal effigies, 
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IT GOT AWAY 

Did you ever have a big bass break the line at 
the very last moment? Did you ever miss a dead 
easy shot at a rabbit and watch a white tail go 
bounding away out of range? Did you ever drop a 
pheasant in a cloud of feathers only to have it 
come to life and zoom away just as you bent to 
pick it up? If any of these things have ever hap
pened to you, you can appreciate the feelings of 
an unlucky Indian hunter one day long, long ago, 
three thousand years or more 

He lived on a shell mound by the river in south
ern Indiana, and venison was his favorite meat. 
One nice day he picked up his spear thrower and 
a few darts and went deer hunting* He found one, 
most probably it was an unexpected meeting for 
the deer was drinking from a brook or grazing 
from the ground instead of the branches and it 
was head on to him. the worst possible angle for 
a killing shot. Quickly he set a dart on his 
atlatl, aimed for the base of the neck over the 
lowered head and antlers and made a mighty cast. 
But, the range was too far though hi3 aim was 
good and the cast went straight in line, it did 
not strike a vulnerable spot but struck the buck 
in the face between the left eye and the base of 
the left antler. There was not enough force left 
for the flint point to penetrate the skull and 

kill. It merely stuck in the bone, and the buck left rapidly shaking his ach
ing head to dislodge the dart,the flint broke,leaving broken tip in the bone, 

A year or more passed, the wound healed over and the bone grew fast around 
the broken fragment of flint. Another hunter, or maybe the same one killed the 
deer and brought it home to his hungry squaw. She broke off the antlers common 
to use for tools, split the lower jaw apart to get at the tongue and knocked a 
hole in the skull to scoop out the brains. Then she tossed it aside to be buried 
in the rubbish and garbage of the village. Our fellow-member, George F, Martin 
of Newburgh, Indiana, dug it up, to tell this tale of the hungry hunter and the 
buck that got away. 

The broken tip of flint can be seen in the cut,between the base of the left 
antler and a hole in the skull. If it had struck only two inches further to the 
right it would have been fatal and this tale would not have been told. 

Arthur George Smith. 

EFFIGY FISH PIPE 
by 

Philip Kientz, 

This pipe was found in Adams County, 
Ohio, twelve (12)miles below West 
Union on Blue Creek, where it empties 
into Brush Creek. 
It was found by Mr. Joe Cross of Col
umbus, Ohio, in the year 1904c 
The pipe is a dark blue colored cal-
cite with small spots of grayish white 
calcite and is beautifully carved on 
all sides 



Stone Face Owned by Mrs. Vernon Barrett, Chillicothe, Ohio 

This was found August 1940 by Henry Ward of Circleville, Ohio, in Pickaway Township, Pickaway County 

Ohio, in a gravel pit in a small knoll on a farm owned by Troy White. This stone head was found by the 

side of a skeleton lying just under the clay soil, on top of the gravel at a depth of about 3 1/2 feet below 

surface. This face changed hands or owners several times before I obtained it but I do not know the 

former owners. 

Measurements of stone face or head. Width 7 inches (side to side); depth 4 1/4 inches (front to back); 

opening back of chin and up into head (1/2 inch in diameter, 2 1/2 inches deep); A groove extends from 

this opening entirely around the head from chin to top and back. 
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Hardstone Pendants 
H.C. Wacntel Collection 



"THE HARDSTONES" 
Pendants and Gorgets 

by 
H. C. Wachtel 

The first thing that ninety-nine out of one hundred people do when 
they open a magazine or book, is to look at the pictures. Maybe no more than 
a quick, casual glance, so, since you have already looked at the pictures on 
the accompanying pages, I am sure you will appreciate my poor efforts of des
cription and also efforts of deduction and theories as to a possible use of 
one of the groups of artifacts, highly prized among all collectors. Pictures 
in color, could only partially do these pieces justice, or to handle them 
yourself and feel the satiny smoothness of their polished surfaces. 

These artifacts, examples of which accompany this article are most 
usually spoken of among collectors as Hardstone Pendants and Hardstone Gorg
ets. The pendants being of the one hole variety and the gorgets of the two-
hole variety, following the similar designation of their counter-parts, made 
of the softer materials, such as banded slate, sometimes of steatite, cannel 
coal and rarely of hematite. 

Proportionally, I believe one will see approximately several hund
red soft counterparts to one of hardstone. I also believe you will fine the 
distribution, predominately in one area,the banner-stone area, with most oc
currences in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and occasionally in the fringe areas. 

I believe some few fine specimens have been found in red ochre bur
ials in Illinois, I cannot recall ever seeing any mention of the hardstone 
gorgets and pendants being found in mounds. I stand to be corrected, if any
one knows of such occurrences. 

Source and selection of materials: As the distribution of these 
Hardstones seems to be centered in the afore mentioned states of Ohio,Indiana, 
Michigan and their fringe areas, it brings us to the fact that this territory 
is the same as that covered by the farthest southern advance of the glacier. 
One has to only take a short walk through one of the glacial moraine areas (1) 
and he can easily recognize huge granite boulders of varying colors,the same 
coloring and material used in making the Hardstone artifacts: The beauty of 
these boulders evidently impressed their ancient viewers. They were available, 
delivered to their locale after their travels of many hundreds of miles from 
the upper Canadas, so, regardless of the difficulties encountered in making 
these artifacts from this hard material,they could not resist their eye appeal. 

These hardstone artifacts are invariably made of fine grained gran
ite, sometimes the porphyry granite, occasionally of quartz, and I believe the 
rare hematite pendants and gorgets should also be classified under this series. 
These are extremely hard homogeneous materials which would not permit of eas
ily blocking out the original form to any semblance of the finished piece. In 
the stratified material such as slate, one often finds unfinished pieces, prac
tically blocked out to their finished shape before the finish grinding or lap
ping on other abrasive agents had been started. I have never seen similar un
finished hardstones in a like condition, but may stand to be corrected on this 
also.I cannot imagine the primitive artisan using the usual hammerstone peck
ing method to fashion the original blank to any near semblance to the finished 
thickness before the polishing process. 

(l) See Ohio. Arch. Vol. 4, No. 2, Glacial Moraines. 
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In my familiarity with the materials as found, I cannot recall of 
ever seeing or finding thin sheets capable of being used without a lot of ad
ditional work to thin them to the desired thickness. 

When we speak of the thickness of these hardstone artifacts we find 
them usually around 1/8 inch thick, and sometimes less, more often than thick
er, This leads me to think that untold hours were required to slowly grind 
and polish them to the finished shape. Such being the case, no doubt these 
pieces were highly estemmed by their primitive owners• 

Again I am down to the old bugaboo of use, upon which everyone fears 
to tread, so again, as a mere layman it is in my premise to imagine and theor
ize. A pendant, the one hole variety, if it lives up to the name of pendant, 
would be an article of suspension, probably for adornment, while the gorget of 
the two hole or more variety, to belie its name of gorget, would also lend its 
use to that of adornment. 

Might they not have been used as medium of exchange of the day? 
There being no monetary exchange value at the time, I can envisonage these 
artifacts being of the higher values than their more easily made counterparts 
of similar character. This may sound preprosperous to some but don't forget 
that even at this enlightened age there is cart-wheel money in use in some 
primitive societies in S, E. Asia, Some of these chartwheels being so large 
they would never be moved from place to place but ownership being reckoned in 
holdings for which the cartwheel was a symbol, 

Another peculiar characteristic of the pendants was just recently 
called to my attention by Mr, Munger of Angola, Indiana. Of all the hard
stone pendants I have handled in the past I was never aware of the tally mark
ing on the edge of the smaller end. They are usually very faint, hardly disc
ernible to the naked eye, but they can be f elt with the finger nail and seen 
under a magnifying glass. After hearing this I tested some and found it to be 
true in a lot or rather majority of cases. 

These tally marks could easily have a significance to the owner, or 
the barterer. Each mark may have represented a certain value or coup or if 
secret societies existed in those days, each mark could have meant another de
gree, other than the decoration. These notches evidently were not for decor
ation as they are not visible but have to be handled to feel they do exist. 

Are the above theories the figments of a distorted imagination. I 
imagine quite a few will laughingly say so or could they be plausible enough 
to warrant further investigation from the critics? To say the least, doesn't 
the above stir up an additional interest in your mind? Look at any you have 
or than any of your collector friends may have in their collections, How many 
of the hardstones do you have in proportion to similar pieces of softer mater
ials? It would be interesting to carry additional comments and pictures of 
your hardstones in future issues, The author will welcome any information you 
may have on the subject and more than welcome pictures to accompany same. 

Thank you 
H. C. W. 
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BIRDSTONES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION PATTERN IN OHIO 
by LaDow Johnston 

Toledo, Ohio. 

Second Installment 

Continued from the July issue. 

Photo Data re Birdstones - 2nd installment. 

The three elongated birdstones of the Glacial Kame variation 
here illustrated are very highly developed specimens. Each 
is of exceptional length and illustrates pronouncedly the fan 
tail variation within the class. 

Material is banded slate. 

No. 1 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Slate. 7 1/4" long. 
Allen County, Indiana. From the Dr. Bunch collection. 

No, 2 - Dr. T, Hugh Young Collection. Slate. 7" inches long. 
Brown County, Indiana. From the Dr. Bunch collection. 

No. 3 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Slate 6 3/4" long. Flared 
tail 2 3/8" wide, Madison County, Indiana. From the Dr. 
Bunch collection. 

Editors note: 

The birdstones you will see depicted in this issue are through 
the courtesy of Fr. T. Hugh Young, of Nashville, Tennessee, who 
so graciously brought them to the Editor's home to be photo
graphed. These are only a few from Dr. Young's collection, 
which is the largest collection any one individual has ever 
assembled in one group. We hope to show more at some future 
date. 
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Photo Data Re Birdstones on opposite page. 

No. 14 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Porphyry granite. 
Williams County, Ohio. From the Dr. Bunch collection. 
Here is illustrated an elongated blending form. There 
is no transverse bridge. The eyes are of the true 
saddle birdstone type, but all other characteristics of 
this birdstone are true elongated as to type. 

No. 15 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Conglomerate porphyry. 
Kent County, Michigan. From the Dr. Bunch collection. 

No. 17 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Ohio pipestone, Auglaize 
County, Ohio. From the Dr. Bunch collection. 
Nos. 15 and 17 illustrate design variations within the 
true elongated classification. 

No. 30 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Slate, pop eyes. From 
the Dr. Kramer collection of Columbus, Ohio, 
Illustrating the "New England* type of the elongated 
variation. Doctor Warren K. Moorehead first named the 
type. 

No. 46 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Ohio pipestone, perfor
ated eye with markings on birdstone. From Washtenaw 
County, Michigan. 5 3/8" long. From the Byron Knoblock 
collection. An elongated birdstone, as to body and tail, 
resembling the structural characteristics of the highly 
developed igneous bar amulets and thereby indicating a 
cultural relationship between the bar amulet and the 
birdstones. 
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Photo Data Re Birdstones on Opposite Page. 

No. 4 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Granitic. Allegan 
County, Michigan. From Dr. Bunch collection. 
A very gracefully designed and highly developed bust 
type birdstone possessing all true type characteristics. 

No. 5 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Granite. Sullivan County, 
Indiana. From the Dr. Bunch collection. 
A typical bust type birdstone. The Adena type perforation. 

No. 39 - Dr. T, Hugh Young collection. Yellow quartz, Genesee County, 
Michigan. From the Judge Stone collection. 
Here is illustrated an unfinished Bust type birdstone. There 
is no perforation at the bridge. Note the angulation of the 
neck and of the nose. The eyes have not been finished as to 
stem structure, each remaining comparatively massive. Compare 
with #22 or #13. 

No. 42 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. White quartz. Vermillion County, 
Illinois. From the Byron Knoblock collection. 
A gracefully designed Bust type birdstone showing the perfor
ations to be double counter sunk type. 

No. 37 - Dr. T, Hugh Young collection. Gray granite, Ballard County, 
Kentucky. We here illustrate the Bust type birdstone in the 
two head variation. Some collectors consider this manifest
ation to be unique due to the fact that exceptionally few of 
the type have been found, 
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Photo Data Re Birdstones on Opposite Page. 

No. 41 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Porphyry granite, pop 
eyes. From Allegan County, Michigan. Found 1869. 
From the Byron Knoblock collection. 
A gracefully designed, delicate saddle type birdstone, 
true to type in all its attributes. 

No. 22 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Porphyry granite. 
Angular button eyes. Kent County, Michigan. 1925. 
From Mr. Joe Ringeissen, Jr., collection. 
This specimen illustrates the square button stemmed 
eyes. It also illustrates the pronounced bridge 
which many collectors term "legs". Note variance 
in structure of fan tail in relation to its body. 

No. 31 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Slate. Pop eyes. Found 
2 miles west of Woodville, Sandusky County, Ohio. 
From the Dr. Kramer collection. A highly developed 
saddle type birdstone of slate. Note that in the slate 
saddle types the tail generally does not flare greatly 
nor is it angulated as are most of the highly developed 
forms in the igneous materials. It may be considered 
that there is a design variation within the saddle forms 
and that such variation is based upon material choice 
which may have influenced it. The slate saddle forms 
seem to have a tail constructed almost upon the same 
plane as the body with little or no angulation. 

No. 12 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Porphyry granite, pop 
eyes. Lorain County, Ohio. From the Dr. Bunch collection. 

No. 13 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Porphyry granite, pop eyes. 
Noble County, Indiana (Addis Bird). From the Dr. Bunch 
collection. These two birdstones are each highly develop
ed type forms. #13 seems to have suffered a damage to its 
nose and has been in our judgment reshaped resulting in a 
shorter beak than #12 although #13 is much the larger speci
men. 

No. 36 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Black and white granite. 
Large pop eyes. DeKalb County, Indiana. Found 1903. From 
the Judge Stone collection. This saddle type birdstone has 
a marked variance from the normal due to its head and eye 
construction. Its button eyes are ovoid and the stem is 
particularly massive being approximately as long as the 
head. The eyes extend forward to the tip of its beak which 
is uncommonly short considering the massivness of the bird
stone. This design is not considered typical of the saddle 
type and is not frequently encountered. 
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Photo data re birdstone on opposite page 

No. 11 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Porphyry granite. Pop eye9. White County, Indiana. 
From Dr. Bunch collection. A glending form within the saddle classification showing 
the diminishing or conical tail. 

No. 20 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Dark porphyry granite. From W i n n e b a g o C o u n t y , 
Wisconsin. Found 1886. From the Joe Ringeissen, Jr. collection. 
A blending form approaching the saddle classification, illustrating cylindrical eyes 
and the diminishing tail. Note that this specimen does not possess the undercut chin. 

No. 23 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Porphyry granite. Oval button eyes. Found in Williams 
County, Ohio in 1909. 
From the Joe Ringeissen, Jr., collection. 
A saddle type with slight tail angulation. This is a variation of the fan tail although 
i t is less wide than the body. Note the round stemmed button eyes* 

No. 6 - Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Porphyry granite. Nesting type 2 % inches long. Bethel 
County, Ohio. 
From the Dr. Bunch collection. 
This birdstone is a blending form. It possesses a posterior bridge expected to be 
found on the bust type. Its base bears a resemblance to the bust type, but it has a 
body and a tail neither of which are found on the true bust type. Its head could be that 
of some elongated forms yet the head, except for i ts position could be that of the bust 
type. This form is often referred to as the nesting type. 

No. 7 — Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Porphyry granite* Nesting type 3 inches from head to 
tap of tail. Williams County, Ohio. 
From the Dr. Bunch collection. 
This blending form falls within the turtle variation. Its bridges are true transverse 
type. Its eyes are nodular or perhaps conical. Its head and its diminishing tail re
mind one of the turtle. 

No. 45 — Dr. T. Hugh Young collection. Porphyry granite. Nesting type. From Knox County, 
Indiana. 
From Knoblock collection. 
This blending form, except for the slight posterior protuberance suggestive of a tail, 
and except for the design of its anterior and posterior bridges, could be a true bust 
type birdstone. The overall design leads to the conclusion that it has a body, tail, 
neck and head. The fact that it possesses transverse bridges and the other mentioned 
qualities eliminates it from the bust classification. It is not true design-wise to any 
type of our classification. It is therefore a blending form. Compare to No. 6. This is 
often referred to as the nesting form. 
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BIRDSTONES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION PATTERN IN OHIO 
By LaDow Johnston 

Toledo, Ohio 

Second Installment, Vol. 4 Number 3 

FRAUDULENT OR REPRODUCTION BJRDSTONES 

A sincere effort has been made to eliminate 
all fraudulent birdstones from this study, and 
we believe we have done so. It should be 
mentioned that reproductions and fraudulent 
birdstones appear with alarming frequency. Too 
often, an interested person who is inexperienced 
with types and appearances, will acquire a 
fake birdstone. When the source of the object 
cannot be given with certainty, and there i s 
any doubt, the prospective purchaser should 
not procure the object. 

Since 1950 many fraudulent birdstones have 
made their appearance in each of the several 
predominant types. The maker, or certainly the 
purveyor, of this particular "breed" is operating 
from a village in central Michigan. His choice 
of material has been proper but his design is 
lacking, although his newly made objects have 
been executed more closely to authentic bird
stones than any of the others of a "fake" 
nature heretofore observed by other reproducers. 
Birdstone collectors should be as sure of the 
source of the object as possible and pay parti
cular heed to design, form, material and natural 
patina. 

The Elongated Type A birdstone is the one 
most often found and its source area embraces 
the whole birdstone region. The Saddle and the 
Bust types, we now believe, do not have such 
a general-wide source area. We know that 
southeastern and east central Ohio produces 
few birdstones, but strange to say, the Bust 
Type C seems to have had a general statewide 
Ohio distribution, even in that area. 

The long slender birdstone with popeyes 
and a blunt nose referred to as the New England 
type by Moorehead is a variation of the Elongated 
form. This variation is also found in Ohio. 

Within the Elongated Type A birdstone 
class, we find variations as to type which are 
decidedly more pronounced than variations of 
design within the Type B Saddle or the Type C 
Bust birdstone classes. Classification as to 

For years past, fake Indian relics have 
appeared in profusion. The birdstones have 
not been designed in true form and the material 
has not been true to type. Where the object 
should have been of slate, it was limestone or 
calcite, the limestone objects being artificially 
colored a dirty yellow-brown color. Once this 
material is identified, it no longer presents the 
problem of being authenticated. The patina on 
some reproduced forms in hard stone seems to 
have been somewhat successfully artificially 
produced, and the resemblance to the original 
is most confusing. 

The "fakes" attributed to this latest known 
maker, in the Bust Type C class, are too tall 
and the neck is too disproportionate. If two 
birdstones are observed exactly alike, in size 
and in design, one is certainly a reproduction; 
the other might be a fake. The prehistoric 
maker did not possess the necessary tools and 
materials to polish stone to achieve the same 
quality polished surface of today's workman, 
hence a birdstone or any artifact with an un
usually high polish should be minutely examined 
in an attempt to determine its authenticity. 

type or blending forms often becomes difficult. 

The writer has suggested, in other articles 
dealing with birdstones published in the Ohio 
Archaeologist, that he believes a plain Type A 
Elongated birdstone can be traced, by a series 
of several blending-type birdstones of differing 
designs, to the Type B Saddle birdstone or the 
Type C Bust birdstone or any variation between 
them. It seems reasonable to assume that the 
simple Elongated Type A birdstone was the 
first in the complex development process. 
Variations in more complex designs could have 
taken place as the culture developed, resulting 
in blending forms and, ultimately, in the pro
duction, over a long period of time, of the 
complex, highly developed Type B Saddle 
birdstone. 

Mention is often made that certain types of 

DEVELOPMENT AND BLENDING CHARACTERISTICS 
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the bridge perforations. With few exceptions, 
these are made at right angles to each other, 
being double countersunk with a flint drill. 
After these holes have been made, presumably 
for ease in attachment, if such was the intent 
of its maker, we refer to that portion of the 
birdstone body as the bridge. The bridges are 
often found damaged and to salvage the speci
men, its owner has made collateral perforations 
from the top or from either or both sides to the 
point of original perforation at the bridge. Now 
and then, we find birdstones with broken bridges 
that have been salvaged by a second perforation 
above, or in some instances below, the original 
perforation, and in this case, the supplemental 
drillings have been in the same direction as 
the first holes. 

The tail of the Elongated Type A birdstone 
is found in many designs. In most instances, it 
is about as wide as the body of the birdstone 
itself- In some instances, it is wider than the 
body and is fan shaped. It may be more narrow 
than the body and be blunt or taper to the 
shape of a cone. The ordinary tail stands 
higher than the lowest part of the back, usually 
approaching the height of, but not quite as 
high as, the head, although some tails are 
higher than the head of the specimen- The 
tails of some birdstones resemble the end of a 
plain, non-flare, bar amulet and can be said to 
be practically nonesistent as a development 
phase leading many students to the pronounced 
thought of a definite relationship between the 
bar amulet and the birdstone. Some birdstones 
have tails in identical contour to the highly 
developed flared e n d s of the i g n e o u s bar 
amulets. We believe there is a yet to be ex
plained relationship between the bar amulet 
and the birdstone. (See Moorehead, Stone 
Ornaments, page 81, ff.) They are each found 
in the same areas and the materials from which 
each is made are the same. Both are surface 
found, and neither, except in remote instances, 
are found in graves. 

The highest development of the birdstone 
in the Saddle Type B classification is illustrated, 
as are other types, in photos accompanying 
this article. T h i s ultimate t y p e form has 
characteristics which can be considered con
stant. It has stemmed button eyes, a short 
g r a c e f u l neck, often with a slight bulge 
resembling a goiter on the neck of a human. 
Its beak is angulated or blunt at the tip and i s 
not pronouncedly pointed in most instances. 

The bottom of its beak is curved to resemble 
the beak and pouch of the pelican, and its jaw 
at the point of juncture with the neck is grooved 
or undercut. Its body is usually wide, being not 
much greater in length than its width. It is 
sway, or saddle, backed and has an angulated 
fan tail most frequently wider than its body. It 
does resemble the western saddle of today, 
generally speaking. On the underside of its 
body are the two transverse protuberances, i.e., 
the bridge, usually about one eighth of an inch 
wide and high, running crosswise to its body 
near each end of its base. In the center of each 
bridge there is a small hole, bored parallel to 
the body. These holes are countersunk, drilled 
from each direction through the bridge and meet 
in its center, generally being smaller where the 
two holes have joined. 

The foregoing is the most highly developed 
Saddle Type B birdstone. There are, of course, 
less highly developed forms that come within 
the class and variations are noted in tail and 
eye design, with most variations in the tail 
structure. 

The Ohio forms studied in this class show 
a choice of material about equally divided 
between Huronian slate and the igneous ma
terials* The Saddle Type B birdstone is almost 
exclusively found in northwestern Ohio with 
no recorded instances, in our study, of the 
same being found in the extreme east or south 
eastern Ohio. 

The Bust Type C birdstone is an interesting 
one and, of course, shows a predominate re
lationship to certain of the slate hump gorgets. 
The line of demarcation is small in many 
instances and leads one to wonder of a possible 
cultural relationship. Is the object a hump 
gorget or is it a phase of the Bust Type C 
birdstone? Reasonable minds can come to dif
ferent conclusions on the point. 

The hump gorgets closely resembling bird
stones without eyes are, with few exceptions, 
of slate. The predominate amount of Bust Type 
C birdstones are of igneous materials. Herein 
may lie the line of demarcation. The hump 
gorget and the eyeless Bust Type C birdstone 
are found in the same areas but the materials 
are different. 

Generally, the holes of the birdstone are 
countersunk from one side, often referred to as 
adena-type perforation, and the drilling has 
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any artifact may have developed as the result 
of an error in the manufacturing process . Assume 
an aboriginal maker intended to fashion a 
knobbed lunate or a crescent. Assume further 
that an unfortunate blow damaged one prong. 
To salvage his many hours work on the specimen 
the fracture may have been smoothed down with 
a pleasing resul t and a consequent design 
change. Where the initial intent was the p r o 
duction of a knobbed crescent, he now has 
what may have been the beginning of the design 
of the geniculate. And this same accidental 
means, as some have suggested, could have 
produced the Type C Bust birdstone. If the 
maker of the b i r d s t o n e intended a highly 
developed Saddle Type B birdstone but un
fortunately damaged i ts head in the manufacturing 
process , he may have reshaped it in an attempt 
to salvage it and thus save himself countless 
hours of labor. And thus, with consequent 
improvements in design, the Bust Type C 
birdstone could have developed. We do not say 
the foregoing suggest ions as to development of 
type forms are correct, but such is the thinking 
of some students and we mention the matter 
and suggest that the use of the most problematical 
forms is wholly subjective. 

We assume and we believe in the reason
ableness that the simple Elongated Type A 
b i r d s t o n e was developed first. We cannot 
determine which of the other two general types 
came n e x t — t h e Saddle Type B or the Bust 
Type C — or whether their development was 
nearly simultaneous. But, in any event, the 
development has resulted in artifacts that are 
artist ically pleasing and leads us to again 
observe that the man who made either of the 
highly developed forms was possessed of 
ar t is t ic temperament and rare ability. 

The protruding eyes of the Type A Elongated 
birdstone are found in several forms.Some eyes 
are barely discernable at first glance, but are 
popeyes nonetheless . These we call the nodular 
eye. Oftentimes, one can more easi ly feel the 
nodular eye than observe i t as their protuberance 
may be as l i t t le as 1/64 of an inch. 

The conical, cylindrical or stemmed button 
eyes , and variations thereof, and all of these 
eye types, are found on the Elongated Type A 
birdstone. We have referred to one type of 
protruding eye as the "g lobu la r . " In this un
attractive type, there seems to have been no 
particular pattern to i t — jus t a round bulge 
comparatively larger in diameter than other 

conventional eyes and not graceful from a 
design standpoint. This could have been a 
development stage in progressing from a plain 
birdstone to the highly developed stemmed 
popeyes. The button stemmed eyes assume 
several shapes and roughly resemble, in many 
ins tances , the triangle, the ovoid, the square, 
the rectangle, and the round. The button stemmed 
eyes usually protrude the farthest from the 
head and are, of course, larger than any of the 
other types of eyes . Cylindrical and conical 
eyes are usually about 1/4 of an inch in diameter 
and rarely more than one half an inch long. 

We believe that eyes , protruding or indented, 
are a part of the development phase of the 
Elongated Type A birdstone, and in many 
ins tances , are not an admixture of t rai ts of 
another pattern. An Elongated birdstone with 
large button stemmed eyes , in s l a te or in 
igneous material, otherwise having all the 
characteris t ics of the Elongated Type A bird
s tone, we believe is a blending form with a 
mixture of traits and could have been made 
earlier than the highly developed Saddle, Type 
B birdstone. I t could also have been made 
later than the Type B Saddle birdstone, being 
a copy of eyes observed by its maker on the 
more highly developed Saddle Type B. (See 
Volume l , N o . 1, Ohio Archaeologist, April, 1951, 
page 43, illustration No. 9. Blending type in 
porphry found Alpine Township, Kent County, 
Michigan — the head and eyes are of Type B 
Saddle while the body and tail is Elongated 
Type A„) 

The head or the beak of the Elongated Type 
A birdstone has many variations in form and 
design. I t i s most frequently found with a 
gentle taper, curved or straight from the fore
head to the tip of the beak. It may be relatively 
long as in Glacial Kame type birdstones but i s 
frequently so short that one can come to a 
conclusion the object pos se s se s no neck at 
a l l . This attribute i s characterized in the low, 
short, squatty birdstones in the Elongated 
Type A classification, sometimes referred to 
a s the " m o u s e " or " a n i m a l " type.This , type . 
variation has no eyes and a very small head. 
I ts body is short and shows l i t t le tail develop
ment. The body is generally about half as wide 
and half as tall as i ts length. 

The bodies of the Elongated Type A bird
stone are generally many times longer than 
their width. On the anterior and posterior 
b a s e s , at the ends and on the bottom are found 
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probably been, in most ins tances , by copper 
rat tail drill or a small blunt st ick of wood with 
crushed quartz for the cutting agent. In most 
ins tances , the drilling has been from the bottom 
toward the top.. The perforations in the gorget 
are usually larger than those of the birdstone, 
are often perforations drilled from each s ide or 
double-countersunk type- The holes are generally 
much smaller than those found in the Elongated 
Type A or the Saddle Type B birdstone which, 
in the two latter ins tances , are usually double 
countersunk or countersunk from both s ides 
and probably perforated with a flint drill . The 
Saddle Type B birdstones often have small 
perforations but generally larger than the per
forations in the Type C birdstone. 

The Bust Type C birdstone may be expected 
to be found, lirnitedly, any place in Ohio. I t i s 
found in both igneous and sedimentary materials 
but the ratio i s 1 s la te to 4 igneous material . 
Conglomerate porphyry is a material occasionally 
used as i s quartz or quartzite, but the greater 
amounts of the Bust Type C birdstones seem 
to have been made in the granitic materials . Of 
the Ohio Bust Type C birdstones that I have 
examined, the materials from which they are 
most frequently made are granite, diorite and 
porphyry. 

Relatively few cull or unfinished specimens 
of the Bust Type has been observed. This type 
usually has an oval or, in some ins tances , a 
rectangular base , generally somewhat more 
narrow than i t s length and generally about a s 
tall as i t s width or length. So many of these 
have been observed with no perforations or 
evidence of the beginning of perforations, that 
many birdstone students are inclined to the 
theory that no perforation was intended. The 
perforations emerge at the posterior dorsal 
base and the anterior dorsal base . With few 
exceptions, the drilling i s of the adena type, 
which we consider normal, and i s from the 
bottom toward the top. I t i s rarely countersunk 
from both s i d e s . I t i s thought that a copper 
rat-tail type drill was used with fresh crushed 
quartz as the cutting agent- This conclusion i s 
reached because of the smallness of the per
foration.. The other recognized drilling tools 
could not produce such a small , del icate hole, 
i .o . , hollow reed, blunt s t ick or flint drill- I t 
can be sa id , then, that the small , single-taper, 
adena-type hole in the Bust Type C birdstone 
is one of i t s pronounced character is t ics . The 

perforation is most often observed to be well 
polished showing no striations from the cutting 
tool- For a general discussion of drilling 
techniques, see "Banners tones of the North 
American Ind ian" by Byron W. Knoblock — 
page 8 1 - 1 1 4 incl . 

A very few birdstones have been found with 
two heads . None of this variation to our know
ledge, have been found in Ohio. We deem such 
phenomena not typical, and they are of the 
Bust Type C classif icat ion. (One such birdstone 
is picturedin the Il l inois ArchaeologicalJournal , 
Volume 6, No. 3 , page 4, January, 1949.) 

The most marked resemblance of a birdstone 
to the humped gorget i s noted in this c lass i 
fication. A Bust Type C birdstone with no 
eyes , and the absence of the conventional neck 
design, can lead to the conclusion that the 
forms are related, the difference being not so 
much in design but in materials . The humped 
gorgets are, with very few exceptions, made of 
Huronian s la te , while the Bust Type C bird
stones are predominately of the igneous rocks. 

We have the three predominate type forms 
of the birdstones a s i l lustrated in the photo
graphs and by the anatomical ske tches : Type A 
Elongated, Type B Saddle and Type C Bust . 

We encounter objects which must f a l l 
within the birdstone classification but are not 
properly classified a s a pure member of any of 
the three types i l lustrated. If our theory, that 
the plain, Elongated birdstone was the first in 
the sequence scale of birdstones, i s correct, 
and that all other forms developed from the 
Elongated birdstone, a common precursor, then 
those f o r m s having an admixture of some 
quali t ies of one type and some of another must 
fall somewhere in between and we call them 
blending forms. Moorehead recognized the 
theory of blending forms (Prehistoric Relics, 
op. ci t . , page 157) but did not classify the 
three main types . His classification at page 81 
of Stone Ornaments recognizes what we term 
Elongated and also the Saddle types but seems 
not to have considered the Bust type. All the 
birdstones the doctor mentions except the true 
Saddle types in figures 63 and 76, we would 
consider to be in the Elongated c l a s s . 

In Moorehead's Stone Ornaments at page 
81 ff, he has sought to make a classification of 
b i rds tones . I t occurs to the writer that he has 
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not classified them at all, but has identified 
form variants within one class —i.e., Elongated. 

In Doctor Moorehead's pamphlet, Prehistoric 
Relics at page 148 are wood cut illustrations 
of eleven birdstones, all of the Elongated form. 
He calls them birdstones but his chapter head
ing is captioned "Unclassified and Unique 
Specimens''- The pen and ink sketch of a 
birdstone at page 150, "Prehistoric Relics," 
found near Oak Hill, New Jersey, is not well 
reproduced and we do not believe it to be a 
true likeness, but if it is a true likeness of 
the birdstone found, we would classify it as a 
blending form, approaching the type development 
in the Saddle birdstone. At page 156, "Pre
historic Relics," Doctor Moorehead, in figure 
139, reproduces the highest development in 
our Saddle Type B classification. In figure 140 
at page 156 he illustrates a highly developed 
Bust Type C birdstone. At page 160, figure 
145, is illustrated, again by sketch, a birdstone 
from Oxford County, Ontario, which has a 
bifurcation indicative of a mouth. This feature 
is one very seldom encountered. It is of the 
Elongated form and its tail and body design 
resembles the bar amulet, leading to the pro
nounced conclusion that there is a relationship 
between the bar amulet and the birdstone. 

But suppose we encounter a form that does 
not resemble, too strongly, any of the three 
true types, but does have certain characteristics 
of the birdstone as a general nature. Where do 
we place them, identification-wise? They should 
be considered in the general birdstone classi
fication, perhaps as an oddity, perhaps as a 
developmental form, or perhaps as a form 
tending to an additional type development. (See 
Moorehead, Prehistoric Implements, Figure 
497, page 340.) 

To be considered as an oddity, only one or 
two ought to be observed, but when several 
which fall into the same design class are 
observed, then the theory of being an oddity 
must fall by the way side- (Perhaps the two-
headed birdstone should be classed as an 
oddity.) We are inclined toward the theory that 
an object which can fall into a recognizable 
type, although not possessing all the requisite 
attributes of a birdstone, but possessing some 
of those attributes, should be classified as a 
form tending to develop a new, heretofore 
unrecognized, type, which hereafter we should 
and do recognize This phase may not be 

readily apparent until a survey of forms is 
made at which time one is able to visualize 
the development, and from a large broup being 
examined, come to such conclusions. 

We illustrate three forms, two from Michigan 
and one from Indiana, even though this is an 
Ohio study, of what we call the turtle variation-
One :s of Huronian slate, one is granite and 
the third is conglomerate porphyry. These 
forms, from areas outside Ohio, are shown 
because we had no access to like forms from 
Ohio- The head and eye structures are of bird
stone variation- The bridge structure in each 
specimen is true birdstone construction and 
has the qualities of the protruding transverse 
bridge in a limited fashion. 

We also illustrate objects having birdstone 
attributes but which are perforated as gorgets-
Limitedly, these objects have the modified 
characteristics of birdstones. The body is not 
true birdstone form, and, of course, the drilling 
is not at all what we have come to visualize 
as being true to the birdstone type. We call 
this form gorget birdstone variation* 

The lizard form seems to be related in 
structure, in some respects, to the turtle form 
and the gorget birdstone variation. It could be 
said that the gorget birdstone variation is a 
development from the Bust Type C birdstone 
in that some birdstones, while drilled as 
gorgets, nevertheless do have a head and neck 
gently rising from a squat, flat body, but its 
body is not the true shape of Type C Bust 
classification. We believe there is a pronounced 
relationship- The lizard form may be related 
to this gorget birdstone variation form, although 
it is never perforated and is almost exclusively 
encountered in banded slate. 

We find birdstones in the blending types, 
the most pronounced of which is probably 
the Elongated Type A form, within all attributes 
of the classification except the eyes, which 
let us say, are button stemmed. (See Moorehead, 
Stone Ornaments., page 91, upper right figure 
65.) Here is a patent admixture of traits and 
cannot be truly placed in either the Saddle or 
the Elongated class. We then label it a blending 
form which shows the progression of an Elongated 
form to a Saddle form or a mixture of traits 
purposefully made after the development of the 
more complex type form. 

Another blending form may, as to body and 
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base , resemble a Bust Type C form. But i t has 
an angulated fan tail and i t s perforations are 
at right angles to each other and countersunk 
from both the base and the end. I ts head and 
eyes , if their position were somewhat changed, 
could be those of the Type C Bust birdstone* 
I t p o s s e s s e s characteris t ics of each type, 
gracefully blended and i s an object of beauty. 
I t i s a blending form. (See illustration No. 16, 
page 20, Ohio Archaeologist, Volume 1, No. 1, 
April 1951, Tes t page 21 ff.) 

In our distribution and classification study 
hereinafter presented, we have encountered 

We very frequently find ancient birdstones 
to which misfortune has come by way of breakage 
in normal usage. Judging from the extensive 
and varied improvisations made by the Indian 
aborigmee in an attempt to make the damaged 
specimen again usable , we conclude that the 
birdstone was held in high esteem or even in 
reverence by him. There is relatively no type 
of damage due to breakage that has not been 
the subject of ancient repair to salvage for 
further u se , 

The anatomical part of the birdstone most 
frequently damaged is the bridge, very strongly 
indicating that it has been attached to some 
object. We observe many types of salvage 
operations performed on this area. New per
forations are made above the original perforations 
at each end and from the bottom of the birdstone 
in the general nature of the original perforations. 
Where there is not sufficient room for such 
repair, new holes may be drilled from one or 
both s ides to the bottom to emerge in a single 
hole a t the point of the original bridge. (See 
page 16, Ohio Archaeologist, Volume 2, No. 3 , 
July 1952, illustrating a birdstone found by 
Dr„ Russel l J , Long on Grass Run, Hardin 
County, Ohio. Collateral perforation to repair 
the anterior bridge i s shown.) Now and then 
we find new holes drilled through the base of 
the neck, through the back or through the tail 
in an attempt to salvage 

On some birdstones, a single notch may be 
cut on each side opposite the damaged bodge, 
(See page 11, No 8.y Ohio Indian Relic Col
lectors Bulletin No. 26, January 1951, for 
notch type salvage and numbers 11, 12, 13 and 

this problem many times. Blending forms which 
do not measure up to the true higher type 
classif icat ions have been assigned a lesser 
classif icat ion. I l lustrating: a blending form 
between a Saddle type and an Elongated type, 
takes the l e s s highly developed c lass i t .ca t .on . 
We would c lass i t a s Elongated rather than 
Saddle type. Another problem encountered i s 
the determination of when the object ceases to 
be a blending form and ought to be considered 
in true type classif ication. Here again, the 
judgment of the person making that determina
tion must be relied upon and such opinions 
may reasonably vary. 

15 for groove type salvage, The photo i l lus t ra tes 
28 birdstones on which salvage operations 
have been performed and are d iscussed in the 
accompanying a r t i c l e ) On others a groove may 
be cut, on both s ides and over the back. The 
several types of collateral perforations, of 
notch)ng and of grooving to salvage a broken 
bridge leads to the conclusion that i t was the 
intent of i t s owner to affix the birdstone to 
something e l s e in the cultural scheme of things, 
and to so affix i t that it would remain firm. To 
what it was affixed we do not know, nor do we 
know the ingenious manner of i ts fastening. 
The fact that there is a single hole at each 
bridge complicates the fastening problem. If 
there were two holes at each bridge, a fact we 
have never observed, we can visualize the 
fasten'ng of the birdstone to another unknown 
object without mechanical problems. 

We have observed many perforated artifacts 
evidencing string wear resulting in the generally 
accepted conclusion that they were fastened 
to some other object, Excess ive string wear 
i s often seen in gorgets especial ly, and a lso 
in other types of the s la te art ifacts. 

I t has been suggested that a birdstone may 
have been affixed to a two-hole gorget where 
the spacing of the holes in the gorget and the 
spacing of *he holes in the bridge of the bird
stone may have coincided. A rawhide l ine 
could have been run through the single hole of 
each and the ends knotted, When the rawhide 
was dry, i t s shrinkage would cause the bird
stone to be tightly affixed to the g o r g e t , 
assuming both the surface of the gorget and 
the base of the birdstone to be relatively flat. 

SALVAGED BRDSTONES 
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(See Moorehead, Stone Implements, Figure 496, 
page 340.) But what then? We come again to 
the unknown and wonder if anything has been 
gained by the attachment of the two objects. 

We find many birdstones broken at the base 
of the neck, leaving only the body. Examples 
of both fragments have been found showing the 
fracture to have been smoothed down and 
polished. Examples of the salvaged head and 
neck have been observed with a perforation at 
the base of the neck which would enable it to 
be worn as a pendant. 

Birdstone heads have been broken at their 
juncture with the neck. The fracture has been 
reshaped and a small head has been fashioned 
from the upper portion of the neck. (See Bulletin 
No. 26, Ohio Indian Relic Collectors Society, 
No. 21.) This particular type of salvage opera
tion is frequently observed and some times to 
the extent that the head has been made smaller 
and small popeyes have been fashioned. These 
eyes are usually nodular or conical because 
there was not enough material left to construct 
any other type. 

Popeyed specimens have been observed 
where the break has been at the base of the beak 
forward of the eye area. The usual salvage 
operation in this instance is to smooth off the 
fracture with no attempt to improvise or redesign. 
Birdstones broken through the back thereby 
become a shorter bird where the fracture is 
smoothed off. It no longer possesses an angulated 
or fan tail, but resembles the end of an un-
flared bar amulet. New perforations are made to 
fashion a new bridge and the object thereby 
becomes once more usable. We have seen a 
groove cut around the sides and top of the 
damaged body of a birdstone with no attempt to 
reshape or smooth off the fracture. The groove 
takes the place of the orthodox bridge. 

We observe two general types of salvage 
operations, of course with many detail varia
tions. The first, to permit further attachment, 
the second to smooth down the f r a c t u r e , 
neither of which gives a second result equal 
to the o r i g i n a l condition or design. Both 
general types of repair have been noted in a 
single salvaged specimen. 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER 

As of September 1, 1954, there was a greater percentage of members paid up in the OIRCS. 

However, there were quite a few delinquent members. So look at your card and check to seeif 

you are paid up to June 1st, 1955, if not, please remit. 

Our budget is very tight, Dues have to cover the cost of the Ohio Archaeologist, and the 

more we have in the kitty, the better and bigger the Editor can make the quarterly issues. 

We have the best of all the amateur bulletins in the U.S. and without help from public funds 

or private philanthropy. With what we have to offer to collectors and amateur archaeologists, we 

should have at least 1000 members. Other amateur societies have reached that goal. We can, if 

every member goes out and sells the OIRCS and the Ohio Archaeologist to just two friends and 

each of us has collecting friends who don't belong but who should. 

As of September 1, 1954, there is $741.20 in the treasury, with no bills owing. However, 

some of this sum represents advance dues which cannot be used until after June 1, 1955. This 

is a bare minimum to issue three quarterlies before dues are payable again, and the chances 

are that they will be thinner than this one. 
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WANTED— Information about relics and sites in Holmes County, Ohio. 

I am making a survey, especially of Archaic sites. 

Send information to David Mitten, Stow, Ohio. 

NOTICE— Due to my age, I am disposing of artifacts from my personal collection. They can 

be seen at my home just a short distance southeast of New Reigel, Ohio. 

Albin A. Elchert, R. R. No. 1, New Reigel, Ohio. 

INQUIRY — Does anyone have any Cherokee Pipes? 

If so, contact either Arthur George Smith, 65 North Foster Street, Norwalk, Ohio 

or John Witthoft, State Museum Building, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 

QUESTION—I have heard of several instances where the remains of white people have been 

disinterred within fifty to one hundred years after burial, and the bones had 

entirely disappeared. Why have the bones of the prehistoric Indians been pre

served as well as they have? 

Donald McBeOi 

NEW HEMBERS 

Allison, Wayne, Box 284, Bryan, Texas 

Baerreis, Dr. David A., University of Wisconsin, Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Bidleman, John R., Jr., R- R- No. 1, Mt. Air, Powell, Ohio. 

Birchman, Paul R., 717 Randolph, Angola, Indiana. 

Brown, Bill, 406 Pearl Street, South Haven, Michigan. 

Crowe, Bernard, 1223 Third Street, Portsmouth, Ohio. 

Hansen, Bud, R. R. No. 2, East Moline, Illinois. 

Hughart, D. H., Livermore, Kentucky. 

Hyslip, Mark B., Wellsville, New York. 

Kelley, Arthur, 4314 Olive Street, St, Louis 8, Missouri. 

Knoblock, Byron W., 2016 Jersey Street, Quincy, Illinois. 

Neal, Robert C, South Carrollton, Kentucky. 

Olafson, Sigfus, 81 Chatsworth Avenue, Larchmont, New York. 

Reynolds, Carl C., 96 South Linwood Avenue, Norwalk, Ohio. 

Stengel, Henry L., R. R. 2, Carthage, Indiana. 

Stroud, James, R. R. No. 2, Thayer, Missouri. 

Underhill, Don E., R. R. No. 1, Centerville, Pennsylvania. 

Utz, Marguerite L., R. R. No. 2, Attica, Ohio. 
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HARDSTONE ARTIFACTS 
Donald McBeth Collection 

Kingston, Ohio. 

No. 1 - Found S. W. of Wades, Posey County, Indiana. Given to me by Mr. J. J. 
Geringer of Indianapolis. Broken nearly through the center and shows 
core at bottom of hole made by reed drilling. 

No. 2 — Granite boatstone. From col lect ion of Doctors W.G. and J. A. B. Scrofe, 
dentists of Leesburg, Highland County, Ohio. 

No. 3 — Perry County, Indiana. From J . J . Geringer col lect ion 

No. 4 — Granite boatstone. Found near Chasetown, Brown County, Ohio in 1940 
and obtained by me from E. G. Beam of Mt. Orab. 

No. 5 - Only data is Pilce County, Ohio. 

No. 6 — Granite plummet. Found 2 miles north of Batavia, Clermont County, Ohio 
before 1900. 

No. 7 — Spotted granite pick. Found by a 7 year old boy on Briar Road, near 
C l e v e s , Hamilton County, Ohio, 1928. While playing with it he dropped 
it on a cement sidewalk and broke it into four p i e c e s . . 

No. 8 — Granite plummet. Found near Marrystown, Ohio. 

No. 9 — Spotted granite butterfly. Pike County, Missouri. One half is restored. 

No. 10 — Spotted granite hourglass type banner stone. Green County, Ohio. 

No. 12 — Spotted granite butterfly bannerdtone. McNairy County; T e n n e s s e e . 
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